
IntoGrafx

Here is the worklog for the build of the IntoGrafx - the TurboGrafx system in a portable haldheld device.

This section is in regards to the actual build of the portable itself.

First job was to get the TG-16 board reduced in size so it fits inside the case, and also relocate the cart slot so it can be
mounted in the case backing properly.

If I had used a CoreGrafx I would have saved a lot of work reducing the board!



Was reduced to a much smaller size, to fit into my case.

Cart slot has been relocated, so it fits into the case, as above.



Onto making the case backing.

It makes sense to use the original HUcard cart slot entry section; works nicely and looks good. Cut the part out crudely, then
make neater with a sanding block on the dremel.



Make a cutout in the case to fit the above.



Fitted in place, secured by tape, when in position, item was hot glued in space on the rear of the case.

Putty used to seal the worst of the gaps.



Hole cut out for the region switch.

Several costs of spray paint applied, then decals.



Pic showing the HUcard slot secured in place, and the region switch.



Power switch installed, also the headphone jack and recharge jack.

Tested, working.



Batteries installed, wired.

Protect with electrical tape.



Wired up, this is the flattest I could get it.The capacitors could have been moved/rewired, but didn’t fancy pushing my luck!

Case front:

Firstly, make sure everything fits.



To get max height, the edges of the case top were cut with a slight lip as the bottom half was also made maximum thickness.

Filled with PloyFiller fine crack filler. Then sanded.



Using one of these controllers.

Nice board to work with!



Holes cut crudely in case, then filed and sanded smooth and nice.

Internals hot glued in place



PolyFiller again!





Used perfboard as guide for speaker holes.



Screen disassembled, metal edge ridges dremelled down to flat.

Speakers trimmed down as much as possible.



Speakers and screen surround in place.

D-pad, buttons and controller board in place.



Wired up, electrical tape used to protect electronics from a short.

Screen in place, wired up:



Here is a view of the system, with a stick of plastic elevating the system (easier to make repairs).

Put a circuit in to act as a low battery indicator. the blue arrow is the position of the two LED’s. Green=on, Red=low power.



Won’t close - wiring needed done again so case halves shut ok!

Done - and all of the TG-16 board is protected in electrical tape to prevent shorts against the PSone board.

Now ok!



Closed case and used clear sticky tape, two pieces stuck together, so I end up with a double thickness strip of non-sticky
tape. the ends can be taped together. That way, the case is not damaged, especially when the tape is removed!

As there is no space for screw posts inside, due to the size of the console board, the best way is to cover the perimeter with
black duck tape - strong stuff and is also removable.



Final pics:




